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ASSEMBLY BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONS COMMITTEE
Interim Hearing on AB 269 (Correa)

October 4, 2001

Comments of Julianne D’Angelo Fellmeth
Administrative Director, Center for Public Interest Law

Introduction

My name is Julie D’Angelo Fellmeth, and I am the Administrative Director of the Center for Public
Interest Law (CPIL) at the University of San Diego School of Law.

For 21 years, CPIL has studied the state’s regulation of business, trades, and professions.  We
publish the California Regulatory Law Reporter, a journal that chronicles the activities and
decisions of 25 different California regulatory agencies.

For 21 years, we have focused heavily on the subject matter of AB 269 — the enforcement
programs of occupational licensing agencies within the Department of Consumer Affairs (DCA).

We have not only studied these enforcement programs — we have critiqued them.  We have
critiqued the entire enforcement process and questioned whether these agencies — structured as
they currently are — should have enforcement authority at all.

As you’ve heard earlier today, we’ve played an active role in reforming the enforcement processes
at several agencies, including the State Bar, the Medical Board, and the Contractors State License
Board.

AB 269 (Correa)

AB 269 (as you have described it today) would do several things:

1. It would provide for executive branch control over the executive officer of these boards.

2. It would broaden the DCA Director’s authority to reject all regulatory changes under
Business and Professions Code  313.1, not just some of them.

3. It would create a “Division of Enforcement Oversight” within DCA.

Due to time constraints, I would like to focus exclusively on the Division of Enforcement Oversight
issue.  
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The Importance of Enforcement

I want to talk for a minute about enforcement generally — why it’s important, and why the issues
raised in AB 269 are important.

These agencies we are looking at are occupational licensing agencies.  When the state created them,
it — by definition — determined that consumers could be hurt or injured in the absence of
licensing, in the absence of the establishment of some sort of barrier to entry into a particular trade
or profession.  To prevent that harm, the state requires people to be “licensed” — they might be
required to complete educational requirements, take examinations, and/or fulfill experience
requirements.

Once the state has given someone a license, it becomes very important that the state police that
licensee’s conduct and remove or restrict that license if the licensee proves to be incompetent or
careless or dishonest.  Why?  Because we’ve already determined that incompetence or dishonesty
will hurt people — and it may cause irreparable harm.  Because the state has given out that license,
it has a special responsibility to take it away if its licensees are causing harm.

Although enforcement is important theoretically, it hasn’t always been important in the real world.

Why?  For several reasons.

First, to put it bluntly, because these agencies have historically been controlled by members of the
very trades and professions they regulate — and enforcement against their own has not always been
their top priority.  

Second, because enforcement is expensive.  These agencies are funded almost solely by licensing
fees paid by the regulated trade or profession, and the level of those licensing fees is often
influenced not by the needs of the public but by the wishes and demands of the organized trades
and professions through legislative lobbying.   The more enforcement an agency does, the more
licensing fees its licensees need to pay.   The less the licensing fee, the less enforcement an agency
can realistically do.  This is not the way all trade associations approach this issue, but — regrettably
— it’s certainly the way some do.

Third, because — prior to the mid-1980s — the legislature was not enormously interested in
overseeing any of the activities of the agencies it has created — especially enforcement.   I’m
happy to say that attitude has changed in a number of ways, and is reflected in your interest in this
issue and your introduction of this bill.
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The Mechanics of the Enforcement Process

I’d like to revert to my real identity as a law professor for a minute and briefly run through the
mechanics of the enforcement process, because — if the legislature is considering giving DCA
some “oversight” responsibility over the “enforcement process” — it ought to have a very clear
understanding of exactly what that process entails and who is involved in it.  Having studied and
testified on this issue for 15 years, it is my observation that this is one of the least-known and least-
understood processes in law and/or government, and I’d like to run through it briefly to make sure
we’re all on the same page.

I have distributed a flowchart entitled “APA Adjudication Process” (attached).

The Administrative Procedure Act — or “APA” — is the state statute that governs the enforcement
process.  The APA is intended to ensure that the accused licensee is afforded some very basic
procedural due process protections before his license is taken from him — because, under the law,
the license is considered a “vested property right” that cannot be taken from an individual unless
due process is afforded.

The term “adjudication” also needs some explanation.  Agencies engage in a variety of types of
decisionmaking.   One type is called “rulemaking” or “quasi-legislative” decisionmaking because
the process is much like the legislature’s formulation of broad standards of general conduct that are
applicable across a population of folks.

Another very different kind of decisionmaking is called “adjudicative” or “quasi-judicial”
decisionmaking.  This decisionmaking is more along the lines of what courts do — it is aimed at
the conduct and rights of a specific identifiable individual.  For example, “did John do X on Y date,
and does that violate the Business and Professions Code sufficiently to justify revocation of his
license?”

This flowchart describes for you the many steps of the “adjudication” or “enforcement” process at
DCA agencies.  Some agencies have slightly different processes or subprocesses — but this is
generally applicable to most agencies.  And this process is replicated at each one of DCA’s 35
boards.

BOX 1: Agency staff receives a complaint or a report of licensee misconduct.

BOX 2: Agency staff screens the complaint to determine (1) jurisdiction (to ensure that the
complained-of person is a licensee of the agency over whom the agency has
jurisdiction), and (2) whether the complaint alleges conduct that, if true, would
constitute a violation of law and justify discipline against the license.  Many
complaints allege conduct that, while rude and/or unprofessional, does not rise to
the level of a disciplinary violation.

BOX 3: If the complaint survives initial screening, it is sent out for investigation — to
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collect evidence that proves (or disproves) a violation.  Some agencies have their
own investigators; most do not, and use DCA’s “Division of Investigation.”  This
is potentially the first time in this process that the agency has to go outside itself and
use the services of an external entity that it cannot always control.

BOXES 4/5: After the investigation is concluded, agency staff review the file to determine
whether the investigation reveals evidence of a violation and the level of sanction
they want to impose.

For minor violations, agencies can impose citations, fines, letters of warning, or
other relative mild sanctions at this point.

For more serious violations, the executive officer will approve the transfer of the
case to the Attorney General’s Office for commencement of the formal disciplinary
process.  The Attorney General’s Office houses the state prosecutors who represent
the boards and the People of the State of California in license discipline
proceedings: (1) attorneys in the Health Quality Enforcement Section handle cases
against Medical Board licensees and the licensees of several other non-physician
health care provider regulatory agencies, and (2) attorneys in the Licensing Section
handle cases against all other DCA licensees.  Once again, the file is transferred to
a separate agency over which DCA and its boards have no control.

BOX 6: The formal disciplinary process starts with the filing of the formal “accusation” by
the Attorney General’s Office.  The “accusation” is the written statement of charges
— it is supposed to give the licensee notice of what he/she is being charged with so
he can defend himself if he so chooses.

The “accusation” is filed with another outside agency over which DCA and its
agencies have no control — the Office of Administrative Hearings (OAH) — a
centralized office of administrative law judges (ALJs) who preside over agency
disciplinary matters.

Note the long box along the right side of the page.  Prior to the filing of the
accusation, the complaint and the Board’s investigation of that complaint is
absolutely confidential at most agencies.  This means that if I am having surgery on
Friday and I call the Medical Board for information on my surgeon and five
investigations have been completed against that physician and are sitting on a
deputy attorney general’s desk, none of them will be disclosed to me unless the
accusation has actually been filed.  I will be told “his record is clear” or “he has a
clean license.”  That is misleading.

BOXES 7-9: At this point, the proceeding turns into a relatively informal version of civil
litigation — the licensee (now called the “respondent”) may file a denial or notice
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of defense, the parties engage in limited discovery by exchanging documents and
witness lists, and the ALJ might order a prehearing conference or a settlement
conference to see if the matter can be settled.

BOX 10: If no settlement is reached, the licensee is afforded a public evidentiary hearing
before the ALJ.  At the hearing, the Board is represented by the Attorney General’s
Office.  The Board has the burden of proof: It must prove, by clear and convincing
evidence, that the licensee has committed a violation that justifies discipline of the
license.  After the Board puts on its entire case, the licensee — who may be
represented by counsel at his/her own expense — may put on his case.  Each side
may cross-examine witnesses and make argument.

BOX 11: After all the evidence is submitted to the ALJ, the ALJ drafts a decision that
contains findings of fact, conclusions of law, and recommended discipline.  The
ALJ’s disciplinary recommendation is supposed to be based upon “disciplinary
guidelines” that the agency has developed — these guidelines reflect the agency’s
preferred sanction for each and every violation of its statutes and regulations.

BOX 12: The ALJ’s proposed decision is then reviewed by the board — the multimember
board appointed by the Governor and legislature.

Note the long box along left side of page.  Step 12 is the first point at which the
board members even have knowledge of the existence of the case. Prior to this
point, the Board members are not supposed to be involved in any aspect of the
decisionmaking that’s gone on thus far. Why?  Because the board members are the
final decisionmakers, and they are supposed to base their decision on what is in the
record of the case as presented to the ALJ — not based on other things they may
know or may have heard about the case.

So, at step 12, the board reads the ALJ’s proposed decision (and only that decision)
— at this point, it has no access to the transcript of the hearing or any of the
evidence, nor were any of the board members present at the hearing such that they
saw witnesses and observed their credibility and demeanor.  They read the proposed
decision and determine whether to adopt it or “non-adopt it.”  If they don’t like it,
they can non-adopt it, at which point they order the transcript and usually must
afford the licensee an additional opportunity for oral argument in front of the board.

BOX 13: The agency makes a final decision to discipline the license.

BOX 14: If the licensee doesn’t like the agency’s decision, he is free to seek judicial review
of that decision.  He can go to superior court seeking a writ of mandate — which
is a court order instructing the agency to set aside its decision and do it again.  If the
respondent loses in superior court, he can ask an appellate court to review the
superior court’s decision.  If he loses in appellate court, he can ask the Supreme
Court to review the appellate court’s decision.
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That is the APA adjudication process.  That is what you are asking DCA to “oversee” in AB 269.

One question the legislature always asks is “what’s broke? What problem are we fixing with this
bill?”

There are a lot of things “broken” about this process:

1. It is fragmented out across at least three different executive branch agencies (plus the
courts), none of whom have adequate computerized tracking of cases, and none of whom
track enforcement data in the same way.

  
2. It has way too many steps — far more than are necessary.  In a fully contested case, it takes

at least four decisionmaking steps to take an occupational license — (1) ALJ, (2) Board
review, (3) superior court, (4) appellate court.  That’s at least two more steps than most
criminal defendants get before they are deprived of their liberty.

3. The system takes way too long — in a contested case, it can take a year or more before the
accusation is even filed, and at least another year after that to reach a final agency decision.
Judicial review can take an additional 2-3 years.  And during all of this time in most of
these cases, the accused licensee — who may be a very dangerous person — is usually
allowed to continue practicing in an unrestricted fashion.

4. The enforcement output of many of DCA’s boards is trivial in comparison to the abuses out
there in the trades and professions.  How can the Contractors Board receive 24,000
complaints in a year and take only 1,000 licenses?  The Medical Board’s enforcement
process is vastly improved over prior years, yet it still takes only 350 disciplinary actions
per year.  At the other end of the spectrum are the many DCA agencies that receive fewer
than 100 complaints per year and take literally no disciplinary action at all. What are they
doing?  Is this consumer protection?  I don’t think so.

My point in telling you all of this is that whatever “oversight” authority you give to DCA, it is
within the context of this pre-existing process (unless you also change the process).  And any such
oversight role is necessarily going to be affected by the statutorily required presence of these other
participants over whom DCA has no control.

What we clearly do not need is just another “player” — we have too many players already.   What
we do need is some assistive role, some coordinative role, some ombudsperson-type role.  For
example, in the past, if a DCA agency was having trouble with the Attorney General’s Office or
the Office of Administrative Hearings, it had to approach that entity by itself.  If DCA were to
assist or intervene on behalf of all of its agencies, that might level the playing field a bit in this type
of negotiation.

So, within the context of this existing process, I want to lay out a few options for you — sort of a
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“spectrum of responses” to fixing the problems with the APA enforcement process, starting with
some “baby steps” and moving toward wholesale change.

FIRST: The role of DCA and all its boards and their enforcement programs is clearly public
protection.  That is stated in Business and Professions Code section 101.6.  However, very few of
the enabling acts of these agencies actually say that — especially with regard to enforcement.  In
1990, we sponsored SB 2375 (Presley) (Chapter 1597, Statutes of 1990), which added language to
the Medical Board’s enabling act that says: “Protection of the public shall the highest priority for
the [Medical Board] in exercising its disciplinary authority.”  It goes on to say that where public
protection conflicts with licensee rehabilitation or other interests the Board might want to promote,
“protection shall be paramount” (Business and Professions Code section 2229).  Similar language
should be added to all the enabling acts of all DCA agencies — to clarify to the agency, to the
regulated profession, and to courts that may be reviewing agency disciplinary actions that public
protection is the highest priority for DCA agencies exercising disciplinary authority.

SECOND:  DCA is required under Business and Professions Code section 325 to receive and
collect complaints against licensees, to “discern patterns of complaints” under section 326, and to
publish an annual report containing enforcement data on its various boards and bureaus under
section 327.  DCA publishes that report.

However, DCA’s role there is to request data and collect data from its boards —  it has no ability
to audit those data and/or determine whether they are accurate.  It ought to be able to establish
standard and consistent categories of data that its agencies should collect, and the definitions of
those data categories should be consistent from board to board.  Further, it ought to be able to verify
the accuracy of those data before publishing them in its annual report.  

THIRD: Since 1995, DCA has participated as an active partner with the Joint Legislative Sunset
Review Committee (JLSRC) in the sunset review process of its boards under Business and
Professions Code section 473 et seq.  Part of the JLSRC’s responsibility is to coerce and analyze
enforcement data from these boards (section 473.2(b)) and to evaluate a board’s enforcement
performance (section 473.4(a)(9)).

CPIL has monitored DCA boards both pre-sunset review and post-sunset review, and I can tell you
from experience that the sunset review process has been successful in illuminating a large number
of problems at a large number of boards.  Since sunset review was instituted in 1995, DCA and the
JLSRC have developed a collaborative working relationship in reviewing these boards, and that
should continue and become stronger.

FOURTH: Through its role in sunset review and through its receipt of complaints about the
nonresponsiveness of its boards to enforcement complaints, DCA can identify boards whose
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enforcement processes are in real trouble and seek to appoint an “enforcement monitor” — an
outside, external person who is independent of the board and of the trade/profession regulated by
that board.  This was done in 1987 at the State Bar through Business and Professions Code section
6086.9 (now repealed).  The “State Bar Discipline Monitor” experiment is now being replicated
at the Contractors State License Board under Business and Professions Code section 7092.

CPIL has participated in both of these “enforcement monitor” experiments, and I can tell you that
it works and why it works:

1. The Monitor is someone independent of the agency and of the trade/profession
being regulated.  CSLB Enforcement Monitor Tom Papageorge and I have no
conflicts of interest at all in reviewing and making recommendations that will
strengthen CSLB’s protection of consumers through its enforcement program.  We
are not contractors and we are not Board employees — we have no interest other
than strong consumer protection.

2. The Monitor can be someone who has expertise in areas of the agency’s greatest
weaknesses.  For example, one of CSLB’s weaknesses is its investigator training,
and Tom has a great deal of expertise in that area.

3. The term of a Monitor’s appointment is usually a couple of years — that gives the
external monitor a chance to gather baseline statistics, institute changes, and
measure progress from those baseline statistics to make sure the changes are
working.  The State Bar Discipline Monitor project actually lasted five years.

4. The periodic reporting requirement — and the media attention that sometimes
engenders — puts pressure on the agency to deal with its problems and reach a
consensus on how to solve them.  

The JLSRC and DCA have cooperated in creating the CSLB Enforcement Monitor position, and
have again cooperated in creating a new Enforcement Monitor for the Dental Board in SB 26
(Figueroa), which is awaiting the Governor’s signature.  I like to see that kind of cooperation, but
you might consider giving the DCA Director standing authority to appoint an enforcement monitor
in cases where a board’s enforcement performance falls well below expectations and its sunset
review is not imminent.

FIFTH:  The next concept that I’d like you to consider involves a recognition of a key concept:
The enforcement process is a law enforcement proceeding.  It is not a medical procedure done by
a doctor, nor is it a haircut done by a barber, or the design of a garden by a landscape architect —
although it may involve an analysis of any of those things.  It is a legal proceeding, and it should
be guided and supervised by the lawyers who will eventually prosecute the cases on behalf of the
state. 
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All the complaints and investigations in the world aren’t going to do consumers any good unless
there is evidence to prove the key elements of the offense, that evidence was gathered in such a way
that it is admissible at hearing, and it is properly and persuasively presented by the lawyer for the
state.  

In this APA process, there is typically very little contact between the investigators who work up
cases and the lawyers who will eventually prosecute them.  What we have here is what we call a
“hand-off”  — investigators running around collecting evidence with little or no guidance or advice
from prosecutors, and then “handing off” the investigative file to prosecutors who have to charge
and try cases with little or no investigative support.  That is a shame.  Although that kind of hand-
off process might work for simple matters, it does not work for complex cases or white-collar crime
type cases of the kinds frequently handled by some DCA agencies.

In the context of the Medical Board, SB 2375 (Presley) added section 12529 to the Government
Code.  That provision created the Health Quality Enforcement Section (HQES), a unit within the
AG’s office to specialize in medical disciplinary matters, and it gives those attorneys very intrusive
authorities with respect to the Medical Board’s complaints and investigations.  Under section
12529.5, HQES attorneys are supposed to work closely with Board staff at point of complaint
intake and investigations.  HQES attorneys now physically work in MBC district offices several
days a week — they are on hand to provide legal advice to investigators as they work up cases, to
assist investigators in getting subpoenas or search warrants to get medical records and other
evidence, and to assist in detecting egregious cases in which immediate action is warranted.

This unit has been in existence for ten years, and it has succeeded in cutting the time it takes the
Attorney General’s Office to file an accusation in a fully investigated case from well over 300 days
to about 35 days.  You will not find a faster turnaround time in all of the Attorney General’s Office
or in all of DCA.

We feel strongly that extensive use of the Attorney General’s Office to oversee DCA enforcement
programs has worked in the Medical Board context and should be considered for replication at
other DCA agencies. 

SIXTH:  Business and Professions Code section 116 authorizes the DCA Director to initiate
investigations into enforcement problems at the Medical Board.  This provision was included in SB
916 (Presley) (Chapter 1267), our 1993 Medical Board legislation.  Typically, it came in response
to an embarrassing scandal at the Board wherein Board members and upper staff — under pressure
by the legislature to clear a huge backlog of complaints — decided to simply throw away consumer
complaints rather than investigate them. [I want to make very clear that none of the people who
were involved in this scandal are still with the Board.]  Section 116 authorizes the Director to
investigate and audit the Medical Board’s entire enforcement program short of directing the Board
to file an accusation — which is not the Board’s decision anyway.  We see no reason why this
statute should not be expanded beyond the Medical Board to all other DCA agencies.
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FINALLY:   Earlier this morning, you heard former DCA Director Jim Conran and Little Hoover
Commission Executive Director Jim Mayer argue for removal of all enforcement authority and
activities from the boards and placement of those authorities within a centralized unit within DCA.
CPIL essentially supports that recommendation.  In several of our Medical Board bills, we initially
recommended transferring the Board’s investigators to the Attorney General’s Office so they could
work as partners with the lawyers who prosecute the cases, and abolition of the required Board
review of the ALJ’s proposed decision (step 12 of the flowchart).  We see very little value added
by step 12.  As Mr. Mayer said, the best idea is to push decisions toward those best suited to make
them.  We believe that properly trained ALJs are in a much better decision to make disciplinary
decisions (guided by the board’s disciplinary guidelines) than are untrained board members who
were not at the hearing.

However, we add two caveats:

• Enforcement is a legal process.  Wherever enforcement goes, it must have intimate
contact with the Attorney General’s Office lawyers who prosecute those cases.  In
fact, we believe the Attorney General’s Office should guide and oversee complaint
intake and investigation.

• There should be room for specialization within a centralized scheme.  I don’t want
an investigator working up a doctor case one day, a barber case the next day, and
a contractor case the day after that.  In many of these agencies, there is a critical
mass of cases of sufficient complexity to warrant the creation of specialized units
to create expertise, efficiencies, and economies of scale.

Finally, I’d like to make one last comment.  DCA cannot engage in any sort of enforcement
oversight unless it has resources to do that.  If DCA oversight improves the enforcement systems
of its many boards and bureaus, that is a benefit the general fund should support.  DCA has not
received any general fund money for its consumer protection and education activities in a decade.
That is positively shameful.  As the Little Hoover Commission has said for 30 years, consumer
education and consumer protection are good investments — they save money in the long run, and
they have the potential to substitute for unnecessary, ineffective, and costly regulatory programs.
They are well worth a general fund investment, and I can’t leave this podium without saying that.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.
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